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Name of Awarded Teacher : Chan Yee Man, Anne

Teaching Drama - an Innovative Approach

CCC Hoh Fuk Tong College

Introduction
A modified sample of Ms Anne Chan's classroom practice in teaching drama is set out in Appendix us.

It comprises

 • Lesson plan

 • Students' work: 3 poems written by students

 • Choral speaking 'Halloween'- poem

 • Teaching and presentation (Powerpoint attached)

The teaching materials are taken from students' course-book and the final performance is a short dramatic

excerpt on the theme 'Halloween'.

The language learning tasks involve reading comprehension, short writing, poem recitation and simple theatre

art presentation.  It demonstrates how the routine coursework exercises could be transformed into some authentic

and interesting language activities which students can enjoy and have fun.

Way of Access to Further Information of the above Teaching Practice
Please contact Ms Chan Yee Man, Anne for further information.

Preferred Way of dissemination / collaboration
Presentation , sharing, seminar

Contact
Ms Chan Yee Man, Anne

School tel. no.: 2459 6354

E-mail: annechan2001@yahoo.com.hk

Remarks of the Assessment Panel

Ms Anne Chan is a role model in her pursuit of continuing professional development and engagement in

classroom research.  She has successfully cultivated a collaborative culture among her panel members,

initiating a co-teaching reform in Secondary One.  Their experiment with this novel teaching approach was

well received by the students who had made significant progress by the end of the school year.

Her determination to improve her professional competence is evidenced not only in this co-teaching initiative

but also in her continual participation in classroom research.

Ms Chan is a highly committed and competent teaching professional who is eager to improve herself.

Her pursuit of professional development, her readiness to try out innovative teaching ideas and significant

contribution to the language development in the school are commendable.




